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www.ihs.com/geoscience

BENEFITS

for Your GG&E Workflows
Today’s interpreters have to focus on efficiencies
and reducing costs. Is it any wonder they demand
more from their day-to-day tools?

BETTER COLLABORATION

95%

Hit the zone
of the time
with Kingdom Geosteering

Geologists and engineers work better
together, avoid unproductive geology
and make better predictions
Share common apps
including free links to
3rd party applications
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Work in a robust
simultaneous multi-user
environment

Connect geology,
geophysics, well, reservoir,
land, production and
completions data

HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

Work smarter, not harder and be the first
to find new oil and gas opportunities
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Complete

90%

Benefit from an
intuitive interface
and user experience

Increase the pace
of large project
performance

Speed up cycle time
with streamlined
workflows

Reduce waiting and
bottleneck with shared
data and workflows

of key workflows
and reduce cycle
time by half

EASE OF USE
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#

Spend less time learning software and
more time on geoscience and engineering
Simplify data
connections to
IHS Markit content

Learn quickly
with built-in videos,
training and tutorials

Prevent errors and
duplication with
intuitive design

Streamline
collaboration with
workflow automation
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rated for
Ease of Use

MODERN DATA MANAGEMENT

The power to manage

1,000,000+ wells
Stop wasting time on managing the
data and get to the business of drilling

Avoid duplication,
lost data, waiting
and complexity
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Be more efficient
with a true multi-user
environment that
doesn’t bog down

Simplify tasks with
enterprise quality
authoring, security,
and backup

LOWER COST OF OWNERSHIP

6X

Average
cost savings
over large G&G competitors
Increase performance and scalability while lowering
costs of high technology software and systems
Enterprise
Control costs with pay
for use, open access,
volume discount programs
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Teams
Save money on bundled
technology, combined software
and data, and lower costs for
IT and infrastructure

Individuals
Just what consultants
and geoscientists need
to get the job done
on a budget

IHS MARKIT

The global leader in geoscience information and analytics

1,400

2,500+
GLOBAL CLIENTS

ENERGY MARKET EXPERTS,
GEOSCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS

80+

COUNTRIES

“Kingdom successfully increased
drilling efficiency and saved

$5 billion.”
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YEARS OF BEST-PRACTICE
GEOSCIENCE TO STREAMLINE
CLIENT WORKFLOWS

“Best technology partner ever.
Cut our drilling times from

21 to 9 days!”

No overly complicated workflows.
No hidden “drill here” button.
Just practical geoscience, higher productivity
and better collaboration with IHS Kingdom.
REQUEST A FREE T R I A L

www.ihs.com/geoscience

